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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE CITY OF MADRID, SPAIN, TRANSMITTED BY THE MOST
HOLY QUEEN OF PEACE TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

My children:

I come as Queen of Peace in order to, with My Peace, dissolve from your hearts the anguish and the
fears that the enemy causes.  On this day, I ask you to strengthen the trust in My Heart, because a
time has come of greater spiritual challenges for the world and My little soldiers must maintain
themselves firm in prayer and without fear, raise the flag of Peace and of Redemption for the world.

The time has come, dear children, of purifying the evils caused and that are carried as a nation and
as humanity, as a weight of infinite suffering that is reflected in your lives, in your hearts.

God gave you a unique opportunity of Liberation and of Redemption, for this, as Your Mother and
Queen of Peace, I come to encounter all My children, to announce to them that this time has come
and to indicate to you the correct path to follow, which is the path of permanent prayer, of unity, of
love and of peace.

My children, construct in your hearts the precious fortress of prayer and have this goal as the
priority of your lives, because prayer acts with a hidden power in the hearts of the beings and many
times they may not perceive its work, but when they are faced with a time of chaos, they will be
able to feel and see arise in their hearts this unbreakable fortress, the unshakable and absolute faith,
fruit of the heart that prays.

My beloveds, I send you to announce My presence in the world and to announce the coming return
of My Son, as one who sends sheep among wolves.  So I do because history must be renewed and
your commitments with Christ and with God must be ignited again. The new Apostles must awaken
to again surrender the life for Christ.

Beloved children, in this time it is necessary that not even one soul be forgetful of the existence of
God.  Each creature of this world must know of the Good News of the return of My Son; all the
beings must be touched by the faith of those who have been before My presence and, through the
certainty of their hearts, must awaken to the Divine love.

My dears, dissolve the fears, because I will always support you.  My maternal eyes observe you day
and night and My Heart takes care at each instant of your lives.  I only ask you that you let
yourselves be conducted by My maternal love and follow in trust the steps dictated by My Heart. 
Soon you will understand what I say to you, soon you will be able to see and feel in your hearts
what I am constructing in your lives.  For this go without fear, and announce to the four corners of
the world that the return of My Son is near, that they prepare the hearts and the spirits to receive
Him, because He will seek in each soul the seed of Redemption that he planted so long ago, with the
arms on His Cross.

My beloveds, today I thank you profoundly for trusting in My words, for opening to Me the doors
of the heart and for letting yourselves be guided by My maternal love.
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I love you and I bless you always.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace


